
PHANTOM PROTOCOL
Cross-chain based platform for multi-market asset synthesis and issuance



What is Phantom?
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• Phantom is a cross-chain DeFi protocol that allows users to create 

synthetic assets called pAssets in a decentralized way.

• Users of Phantom can create pAssets through depositing collateral, 

opening positions, and then generate corresponding pAssets that mimic 

the behavior of real-world asset prices. 

• In this way, traders around the world can trade an asset on the blockchain 

with open and transparent prices. In essence, pAssets enable the traders 

to engage with the asset without actually owning them.



For example, a USDT holder in Japan wants to invest in Tesla stock on NASDAQ. Instead of taking the time, risk, and conversion costs to 

move his money to the U.S. stock market, he can buy and sell pTSLA tokens with USDT on decentralized exchanges such as uniswap or 

moonswap and achieve the same investment result.

What is Synthetic Asset? 



Phantom’s Core Features
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Diversified Asset issuance 
including Token and NFT

Multi-market Synthetic 
Asset support 

Cross-chain Compatibility
and AMM Liquidation



NFT Issuance on Phantom
NFT can be issued through a smart contract system and minted into pNFT Tokens, thus providing 
more liquidity for NFT transactions. Simultaneously, We can trade such NFTs on NFT exchanges 
such as Opensea to provide an anchor price for the product. For example, Phantom can turn famous 
moments of E-sports competition into NFT. 
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Phantom Synthetic Assets
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Crypto Assets : pBTC, pETH, etc.

Stable coin : pUSD, pEUR, etc.

Reverse Assets : piBTC, piETH, etc.

Commodities : pGold, pSilver, etc.

Stocks : pTSLA, pGOOGL, etc.

pNFT : NFT assets linked to actual commodities

pAssets



Commodity pNFT Assets
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Commodity NFT Example:  Tesla pNFT
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• pNFT: A special type of NFT issued on 

Phantom

• pNFT token: A tokenized synthetic asset 

supported by Phantom protocol, generate 

via over-collateralization of other crypto 

assets, whose price is linked to a specific 

asset/commodity through an oracle.

pNFT tokens can be used for minting a unique pNFT

Read more on Medium: 

https://phantomdefi.medium.com/how-to-buy-a-tesla-for-1-d4584885e927

https://phantomdefi.medium.com/how-to-buy-a-tesla-for-1-d4584885e927


Cross-chain Compatibility
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Through a bridge connection, Phantom allows users from all public chains (Conflux/Ethereum/BSC, 

etc.)  to engage with the project’s services. Additionally, synthetic assets generated from Phantom 

can also circulate various public chains.
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Phantom Collateral and AMM Liquidation
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Stable coin : USDT, DAI, USDC, etc.

Major Cyrptocurrencies: BTC, ETH, etc.

Quality Tokens : CFX, BNB, etc.

Collateral

Phantom will take a basket of stable coins as collateral to generate synthetic assets in the very 

beginning. In the future, it will introduce more high-quality tokens as collateral. Building the basis of 

arbitrage-triggered liquidation, and in combination with AMM-based liquidation mechanism, 

Phantom strives to prevent bad debts caused by untimely liquidation issues.



Phantom: Empowering e-Sport & Gaming
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hantom Supported by E-Sport KOL: 09, Well-known E-sport Celebrity with 2,000,000 + followers in China.  He is a Dota 

KOL/professional player, and the founder of 09 electronic sports platform.
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Phantom Synthetic Protocol Architecture
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Phantom is a cross-chain synthetic assets protocol. Its mechanism adopts both the debt pool and 
CDP models. Phantom enables the generation of various synthetic assets, including gold, stocks, and 
NFT synthetic assets linked to actual commodities through the over-collateralization of multiple 
types of tokens such PHM, ETH, USDT, CFX, etc.
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Phantom Mainnet launch on August 2nd 2021



Phantom vs Competitors
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Roadmap with Timeline
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Basic synthetic assets 
protocol

• Cross-chain support Conflux 
and Ethereum

• pNFT synthesis

• PHM as collateral

NFT Issuance

• Cross-chain support BSC

• Token IDO Platform

Phantom Swap and 
AMM Liquidation

• DEX with AMM 
liquidation mechanism

• Support more quality 
tokens as collateral

Test-net Launch

• Stable-coin as 
collateral

• Trial LP farming

May 2021 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4



Early Supporters and Investors
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PHM Token Model
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Token: PHM, total amount 10bn

50% Community Farming, distributed to community participants of the protocol

1% IDO

15% Team, distributed to the core team, initial lockup for 1 year, and linear release within 2 years

18% Investors, distributed to private placement investor,  and linear release within 1 year after IDO

8% Foundation, used for investing in foundations

8% Operations, used for market operation, community cooperation, listed in the exchanges, etc.

1% IDO

15% Team

18% Investors

50%  Community Farming

8% Foundation

8% Operations



Phantom’s Vision
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• Synthetic assets have long been a fixture in traditional financial markets. They were 

initially financial products tailored to an exclusive group of institutional investors 

based on their cash flow needs, due dates, and risk profiles. Up until recently, only a 

handful of institutional investors has had access to the global derivatives market.

• However, with the emergence of decentralized finance (DeFi), anyone with a 

smartphone and an understanding of synthetic assets can access these powerful 

investment tools.

• Phantom’s vision is to tear down the wall, making synthetic assets a transparent, open 

investment product available to everyone.



PHANTOM PROTOCOL
Cross-chain based platform for multi-market asset synthesis and issuance 

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/PhantomDefi

• Telegram Group: https://t.me/PhantomProtocol

• Telegram Announcement Channel: https://t.me/PhantomProtocol_Announcement

https://twitter.com/PhantomDefi
https://t.me/PhantomProtocol
https://t.me/PhantomProtocol_Announcement

